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NEW QUESTION: 1
Early in a project stakeholder analysts is performed, however
an organizational restructure redefines key rotes What should
the protect team do?
A. Obtain a copy of the redefined key roles to update the
stakeholder analysis
B. Email a copy of the protect vision to nose redefined for key
roles and ask if they need to be involved in the project
C. Note the changes to the restructure and roles that affect
team activities
D. Use direct engagement and two-way conversation to update the
stakeholder analysis for any new stakeholder requirements
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 2
All of the following aid in achieving consensus EXCEPT:

A. Seeking facts.
B. Avoiding voting, trading, or averaging.
C. Maintaining a focus on the problem, not each other.
D. Avoiding conflict.
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which two statements about MST are true? (Choose two.)
A. An MST region is defined by its name, configuration
revision, and VLAN-to-instance mapping table
B. IN an MST region, switches run a single IST and Zero or more
additional MSTIs
C. An MSTI is a single PVST instance
D. Each MSTI sends its own independent BPDUs.
E. BPDUs carry VLAN-to-instance mapping information to switches
in the same region
Answer: A,C
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